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( Answer Question no. One (l) & any four (4) from the rest I

1. Define psychological test? Describe the steps for constructing a test.

2. What is validity? What are the different types of validity?

3. Write a note on Standford-binet test. Make a distinction between verbal
and performance test

4. Explain the importance of aptitude test? How aptitude, ability and
achievement are differ from each other?

5. What are achievement test? Discuss about the classification of
achievement test.

6. Define measurement. Distinguish between physical and psychological
measurement.

7. Outline the classification of various psychological tests.

8. Discuss the role of projective technique for personality assessment.
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5. " from birth to death almost every aspect of our daily life is touched by
measurement in its form" who said this

a. Adler

Db. Karl jung
c. Ross
d. Sigmund Freud

6. A construct is an attribute
a. Predetermined

D b. Standardized 14.
c. Assumed
d. All of the above
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[PART-A: Objective I

Choose the correct answer from the following:

1. Which of the following has the property of order
a. Nominal

Db. Ordinal
c. Interval
d. Ration

2. is also known as random error.
a. Variable error

Db. Error of observation
c. Error of interpretation
d. Constant error

3. test refers to various measure of non intellectual aspects of behaviour---
a. Intelligence test
b. Personality test
c. Achievement test
d. All of the above

D
4. Split half method is used for estimating

a. External validity

Db. Internal validity
c. Construct validity
d. Face validity
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7. Cattell's personality questionnaire was developed by using

a. Logical-content strategy

Db. Criterion -group strategy
c. Factor -analytic strategy
d. Mix strategy

8. Szondi test is an example of
a. Expressive technique

DlX20=20 b. Choice technique
c. Association
d. Construction technique

9. Projective technique is characterized by
a. Social approach

Db. Global approach
c. Individual approach
d. All of the above

10. Attitude scales are also known as
a. Self report inventories

Db. Self report questionnaire
c. Clinical interview
d. All of the above

11. Full form of SVIB
a. Strong vocational interest blank
b. Strong vocational interest bank Dc. Strong vocational integrated blank
d. None of the above

12. indicate the extent to which the item is able to discriminate between high
and low achiever.

a. Item analysis
b. Difficulty level D
c. Discrimination index
d. Distractor analysis

13. Army Alpha Test is a__ test
a. Group verbal
b. Group non-verbal D
c. Group performance
d. None of the above

Who is the originator of group intelligence test
a. Alfred Binet
b. David Wechsler
c. Arthur Otis D



d. All of the above
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15. WPPSI was designed for the age group of
a. 10-15

Db.4-6
c. 0-5
d. 2-18
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16. Which of the following was the first multifactor battery
a. General aptitude test battery

Db. Test of primary mental ability
c. Mechanical aptitude test
d. All of the above
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17. Who was the pioneer of word association technique
a. Herman Rorschach

Db. Wundt
c. Galton
d. None of the above
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18. MMPI
a. Is specially designed to assist psychologists in diagnosing various

psychologica disorders.

Db. A widely used objectives test based empirical keying.
c. Is designed to assess individual's relative standing on each of the "big-five"

dimensions of personality.
d. None of the above.
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19. According to psychometrician, content validity requires
a. Item validity

Db. Sampling validity
c. Both item and sampling validity
d. None of the above

~ The paper contains twenty (20) / ten (10) questions.

~ The student shall write the answer in the box where it is provided.

~ The student shall not overwrite / erase any answer and no mark shall be given for

such act.

~ Hand over the question paper cum answer sheet (Objective) within the allotted time

(20 minutes /10 minutes) to the invigilator.
20. A psychological test can be considered as standard when one establishes its

a. Reliability and variability

Db. Reliability and validity
c. Validity, norms and variability
d. Reliability, validity and norms
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